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How a single day revealed the history and foreshadowed the future of Shanghai.It is November
12, 1941, and the world is at war. In Shanghai, just weeks before Pearl Harbor, thousands
celebrate the birthday of China’s founding father, Sun Yat-sen, in a new city center built to
challenge European imperialism. Across town, crowds of Shanghai residents from all walks of
life attend the funeral of China’s wealthiest woman, the Chinese-French widow of a Baghdadi
Jewish businessman whose death was symbolic of the passing of a generation that had seen
Shanghai’s rise to global prominence. But it is the racetrack that attracts the largest crowd of all.
At the center of the International Settlement, the heart of Western colonization—but also of
Chinese progressivism, art, commerce, cosmopolitanism, and celebrity—Champions Day
unfolds, drawing tens of thousands of Chinese spectators and Europeans alike to bet on the
horses.In a sharp and lively snapshot of the day’s events, James Carter recaptures the complex
history of Old Shanghai. Champions Day is a kaleidoscopic portrait of city poised for revolution.

"More captivating than a day at the races, James Carter offers a sweeping ride through
Shanghai's tumultuous history, its quasi-colonial social scene and, of course, the iconic Race
Club. Every visitor to the city should read this book to know whose footsteps came before in
People's Square."- Helen Zia, author of "Last Boat Out of Shanghai: The Epic Story of the
Chinese Who Fled Mao's Revolution" "Could it really be possible to encapsulate the nuanced
story of old Shanghai in one day? James Carter proves it can and, through the lens of
Champions Day, 1941, at the Shanghai Race Club, reveals the myriad histories of this
controversial and problematic century-long urban experiment in east-west fusion."- Paul French,
NYT bestselling author of "Midnight in Peking" and "City of Devils" "A unique view of an
extraordinary city at an electrifying moment in time. Thoroughly researched and colorfully
rendered, Champions Day shows off Old Shanghai in all its irresistible glory and eccentricity. "-
Claire Chao, author of "Remembering Shanghai""With the eye of an unusually perceptive
flâneur, in "Champions Day" [James Carter] tells the story of Shanghai through its former
racecourse (now part of the People's Park). Mr Carter is a wonderful guide for visitors in search
of a long-gone city." -The Economist"Carter's fluent prose evokes the stylish colonial era without
ever whitewashing its devastating impact on people of color. He provides several memorable
images and phrases: in its isolated war years, Shanghai being like a sawed-off tree limb that
'stayed in place, defying gravity'; the Race Club dealing with a competing Chinese track in a way
that was 'quintessentially Shanghai: cosmopolitan, racist, pragmatic, cooperative and cynical all
at once'." -Washington Independent Review of Books"A satisfying juggling act of academic
research hand engaging popular history."-Kirkus Reviews"Carter creates an engaging and
accessible lens through which to examine Shanghai's complicated history."-Booklist --This text



refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorJames Carter, professor of history at Saint
Joseph’s University, is the author of two previous books on Chinese history and is a Fellow of the
National Committee on US-China Relations. He lives in Ewing, New Jersey. --This text refers to
the hardcover edition.
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CHAMPIONSDAYTheEnd of OldShanghaiJAMES CARTER

This map of central Shanghai, focusing on the International Settlement, was designed by
American journalist Carl Crow and drawn by V. V. Kowalsky in 1935. The racecourse is prominent
at center left (with the outline of its former location visible in the roads just east of it). Arthur
Henchman’s office is on the waterfront at Foochow Road (“H.&S. Bank”).
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NOTE ON NAMES AND ROMANIZATIONTHERE IS NO SINGLE “RIGHT” WAY TO SPELL
MANY OF THE names, especially place names, described in this book. Chasing twin goals of
accessibility and consistency, for Chinese names, I have generally followed the pinyin
romanization system that is standard in the People’s Republic of China and for most
international style and usage. However, for street names in Shanghai that would have been
written in English at the time, I have tried to follow agreed-upon contemporary standard
spellings. The three other exceptions to this are Canton (rather than Guangzhou), Hong Kong
(rather than Xianggang), and Yangtszepoo. In a very few instances, I spell the same place
differently depending on context (I write about Nanjing Road when describing the street in
Shanghai today, but call it Nanking Road when writing about pre-1949 Shanghai).This approach
has led to some inconsistencies. Most Chinese personal names appear in pinyin, with the family
name first (Fu Xiaoan and Mao Zedong, for instance). The major exceptions are individuals who
have a common, nonstandard preference in English. Dayu Doon is one example. In this case the
family name is second (English style), and the romanization is nonstandard (in pinyin he would
be Dong Dayou). Unlike place names such as Nanking/Nanjing Road, personal names do not



change over time.

CHAMPIONSDAY

This larger map shows the entire city of Shanghai, not just the foreign concessions, as it
appeared in 1935. The Shanghai Race Club is the gray oval left of center. The Jiangwan Civic
Center and its racecourse are just off the top of the map. The Chinese Jockey Club course, at
Yangtszepoo, can be seen at upper right, labeled “Far Eastern Racecourse.” Hardoon Gardens
(not indicated on the map) is at the corner of Bubbling Well and Hardoon Roads, near the
Burlington Hotel west of the racecourse.

PROLOGUE. . .The Center of a WorldIF YOU WANT TO FIND HORSE RACING IN SHANGHAI,
YOU NEED to walk into its past.Start at the waterfront, where all visitors to the city find
themselves eventually. Leave the Huangpu River and the skyscrapers of Pudong at your back
and follow Nanjing Road west. For nearly a mile, crowds, neon, touts, and video boards will
remind you that commerce built Shanghai and it remains a global marketplace. It may take a
while, depending on how successfully you resist the street’s many distractions, but eventually,
the tall buildings that have been close all around give way to open space ahead and to your
left.This is People’s Park, and the adjacent People’s Square, a transportation hub, civic center,
and gathering place. There are a few buildings inside its borders—the municipal government, as
well as prominent theaters and museums—but the park is mostly welcome green space at the
heart of a frenetic and often polluted city. Standing at the corner where Nanjing Road encounters
the park, you may notice that the road continues not quite straight, but in an arc, bowing out to
your right before curving back.People’s Square isn’t square.That curve in Nanjing Road, out of
place among the right angles of an urban grid, is a clue to what came before. You won’t see
signs of anything to do with horses, but this bend connects with other roads to make a rough
oval, the outline of what used to be a racecourse, built at this spot in 1862. An immense
shopping mall overlooks what was the backstretch, while Nanjing Road follows the contours
along which horses carried their supporters’ hopes for fortune and fame. Immediately to the
east, Beihai Road curves in the same way, echoing the track’s previous location in the
1850s.Cross Tibet Road near the People’s Square metro station and climb the stairs next to the
Starbucks into the park. The horses that once raced here have been gone for seventy-five years,
and where grooms and trainers once walked horses to the starting line, parents now push
strollers, and couples hold hands or iPhones. Early in the morning you may encounter group
taiqi sessions on the plaza, and in the evening, perhaps “dancing grandmas” and their line
dances.Continue on a little farther and look up. Through breaks in the foliage you can glimpse a
brick clock tower, nearly 300 feet of neoclassicism and art deco that was the emblem of the
Shanghai Race Club. It is no small feat that the tower has survived the political upheaval of
China’s recent past, for when it was completed as part of the Race Club’s new clubhouse, in



1934, it symbolized European colonial power in China. The clubhouse was one of the world’s
largest and finest, an ornate refuge for a ruling class—where every morning, members
surrounded by dark wood paneling checked the newspapers for the latest racing odds and news
of the world and their city, and where Shanghai held its grandest parties and balls. The
grandstands on race days could be filled with 30,000 people of dozens of nationalities.This was
the informal—but never casual—center of foreign power in China. Starting in the 1840s, when
Shanghai began its rise to become one of the world’s great cities, the Race Club represented
the cosmopolitanism and excitement, as well as the racism and oppression, of a unique place. It
was the center of a world.This is the story of that world and its last day.ON NOVEMBER 12,
1941, three crowds gathered in Shanghai. Each one, in different locations and with very different
motivations, represented tremendous change amid the crises engulfing China. The smallest
group celebrated the birthday of both an old revolutionary and a new nation at the insistence of
Japanese military occupiers and their Chinese collaborators. Another bid farewell to China’s
wealthiest woman: Liza Hardoon, the half-Chinese, half-French Buddhist widow of a Baghdadi
Jewish merchant, whose death symbolized the passing of a generation that had seen Shanghai
rise to global prominence. The third, and by far largest, crowd gathered at the racecourse to
renew a semiannual ritual that had defined Shanghai for decades: Champions Day.At the
Shanghai Race Club, 1928. Introduced by the British, racing in Shanghai was attended by
people of all nationalities and social classes.The locations of these three crowds help illustrate
the geography of the city in 1941. Shanghai sits on a bend in the Huangpu River, a minor
tributary of the Yangtze, which enters the East China Sea a few miles northeast of the city center.
Travelers arriving by ship would steam up the Huangpu and land at the Bund (rhymes with
“shunned”), the row of mainly European-financed office buildings that evoked London or New
York more than China. Today, the mandatory view of Shanghai—almost the logo of twenty-first-
century China—is the opposite side of the Huangpu: the skyscrapers of the east bank, Pudong,
where dozens of towers, including some of the world’s tallest, soar into the air. In 1941, though,
little stood there besides warehouses on the waterfront. Behind those, a countryside of rice
paddies and small villages extended toward the sea. Everything in 1941, and for most of
Shanghai’s history until the 1990s, was focused on the Huangpu’s west bank. That’s where
November 12’s three crowds were found.Both the Hardoon funeral and the Race Club were in
Shanghai’s International Settlement, which, together with the adjacent French Concession, had
functioned virtually, although not technically, as colonies since the 1860s. The Settlement,
formed by a merger of the American and British Concessions, was administered not by foreign
governments or governors but by professionals and merchants: a municipal council elected
locally and composed of foreign and (after the 1920s) some Chinese representatives who
managed the Settlement’s affairs.Originally larger, by 1941 the Settlement was effectively
bounded by meandering Suzhou Creek on the north and the Huangpu River on the west—an
irregular shape covering just 3 square miles. Close to the river, the Settlement was a densely
populated city of concrete and masonry, but west of the Race Club, Shanghai became



suburban. In earlier eras, the western reaches of the Settlement had been rural, almost bucolic,
and some of Shanghai’s most stately homes were built there. This is where Silas and Liza
Hardoon had built their gardens, where Silas was already buried and where Liza would be laid to
rest on November 12. This part of the city also included, to the north of the more residential
regions and lining Suzhou Creek, cotton and other textile mills that employed the tens of
thousands of workers—mostly Chinese—who made Shanghai China’s industrial center. Farther
west, ever since the Japanese invasion of 1937, the Settlement blended into the “Badlands,”
where Japanese, Chinese, and European jurisdictions overlapped—a place of little order and
less law.To the south of the International Settlement, separated by broad Avenue Edward VII,
was the French Concession, smaller than the International Settlement and under the jurisdiction
of the French consul. Originally combined with the other foreign-controlled territory, the French
Concession had separated itself before the twentieth century. By 1941, “Frenchtown” residents
enjoyed broad, leafy boulevards that were a comfortable alternative to the busy cityscape of the
International Settlement a few blocks away. None of our November 12 crowds were gathered in
the French Concession, though plenty of people from there made their way to the races.Farther
south, back along the Huangpu, the “Chinese city” had been Shanghai long before Europeans
arrived in the 1840s. Before the Opium Wars, this walled, circular city had been an important
regional port, well positioned to control trade into and out of the Yangtze River. Since the Opium
Wars, though, the Chinese city had become marginal to the foreign-controlled areas of Shanghai
—a situation that both Chinese and foreigners saw as representing China’s decline.To shake off
that association, when the Chinese government in the 1920s sought to renew its authority in the
region, it chose not the centuries-old walled city along the Huangpu, but instead a new urban
center that would rise from farmland to the north. This new Shanghai was called Jiangwan, and
that was where, on November 12, 1941, ceremonies celebrated the birthday of a Chinese
revolutionary, the late Dr. Sun Yat-sen. Jiangwan was several miles from the Bund, and most
foreigners in Shanghai considered it a suburb, though this dismissal had much to do with their
belief that Shanghai was a foreign creation. In addition to the model city center that had been
built in the 1920s and 1930s, Jiangwan consisted of farms and small villages. Other parts of
greater Shanghai were similar, including pockets of development like Yangtszepoo, with a beach
and its own racetrack, or Siccawei, where European Jesuits had built a library, orphanage, and
weather station. Jiangwan—like all of Shanghai outside the International Settlement—was
politically part of China, and foreigners played no role in its governance. At least, that had been
the case before the Japanese invasion of 1937.By 1941, the empire of Japan occupied all of
Shanghai except the concessions. The tiny International Settlement remained technically
neutral; the French Concession was officially a colony of Vichy France, and thus allied with the
Japanese and the Germans, but it remained unoccupied. Chinese collaborating with the
Japanese governed Jiangwan, supported by Japanese soldiers and armor. Shanghai in 1941
was a city divided. All of it was controlled by foreigners—parts by Americans and Europeans,
other parts by Japanese—even though it was all formally Chinese sovereign territory. The



crowds that gathered at the racetrack, at Hardoon Gardens, and in Jiangwan were in the same
city but in different worlds, all of them Shanghai.The heyday of Old Shanghai was art deco
opulence, gambling and jazz, war and crime, and poverty and high fashion. Rickshaws jostled
Packards in the city streets, the pullers’ calls competing with clanging streetcar bells for
customers. Gangsters elbowed taipans—bosses who may have operated no more scrupulously
but on the right side of the law—on the sidewalks. American jazz played late into the night, as
did Chinese opera, perhaps from live venues but just as likely from radios or phonographs. The
smells of the city’s cooking were international too. Street vendors sold steamed buns and
pickled vegetables. Indian spices, sauerkraut, Worcestershire sauce, and locally brewed beer—
these were the flavors of a city of migrants, from all over the world and all across China in search
of new lives. The mostly British, mostly male, and mostly wealthy “Shanghailanders” dominated
the city, living beyond the reach of Chinese law and often, it seemed, beyond any law at all.
There were more foreigners in Shanghai than in any other Chinese city—but most of Shanghai
was Chinese, including 97 percent of the people in the International Settlement.Chinese were
seldom thought of as Shanghailanders, and were often second-class citizens in their own
country, but many Chinese in the city, like their European and American counterparts, lived
urban lives separate from the typical experience of twentieth-century China. Shanghainese
(understood as Shanghai Chinese) were a broad cross section of society: “multimillionaires who
came to pursue an extravagant yet secluded lifestyle that could hardly be found in other Chinese
cities . . . destitute who roamed the city’s streets in search of bare survival . . . political dissidents
who fled to the ‘safety zone’ of the foreign concessions . . . criminals who came to join China’s
largest underworld . . . flappers who found in this city the freedom they sought . . . innocent rural
girls who were inveigled by labor contractors to come work in the city but who ended up being
sold to brothels.”1 They were essential parts of this world too, and it was a world many came to
love. “The happy lot of Shanghainese is indeed great,” wrote one Shanghai Chinese
entrepreneur. “To compare Shanghai with the hinterland is to compare paradise and hell.”2No
institution better exemplified Old Shanghai than the Shanghai Race Club, and the pinnacle of
the Shanghai Race Club’s season was Champions Day. Twice a year—each fall and spring—
Shanghai gathered for the city’s biggest race, a contest among all the season’s winners. The
Shanghai races had started in the wake of British gunboats, on land taken from Chinese farmers
seeking shelter from warfare, but they had become popular among Chinese in the city as well.
Racing became such an institution in Shanghai that Chinese owners and riders built their own
racecourses, emulating—in some ways exceeding—what the foreigners had created, but
Champions Day at the Race Club remained the centerpiece of the spectacle.Champions Day
had persevered through the tumult of China’s nineteenth and twentieth centuries: war against
France in the 1880s and against Japan in the 1890s, the Boxer Uprising of 1900, and the fall of
the Qing dynasty in 1911. A second revolution, warlordism, depression, Japanese invasion, and
a battle in Shanghai itself—none of it stopped the running of the Champions’ Stakes. But in 1941
time was running out. For four years, Japanese troops had surrounded the tiny International



Settlement, and rumors of a wider war, one that would sweep away the European perch on
China’s coast, grew stronger every day.The racecourse was the center of Shanghai and all it
stood for. It was even shaped like the eye of a hurricane. For a hundred years it had been just
that, but after this Champions Day, never again.

CHAPTER1. . . .Morning in ShanghaiPostcard of the Shanghai Race Club, looking west along
Bubbling Well (today Nanjing) Road, as it would have appeared in November 1941.“WHAT OF
YOUR FORTUNE, YOUR FAMILY, YOUR VERY LIFE?” asked the fortune-teller. “If ever
Humanity needed a glimpse into the future, it is now.”1It was November 12, 1941. “Famous
Clairvoyant Astrologer” Madame Helen Piper offered her predictions to a city that wanted to
know what was coming next. Shanghai had bet on uncertainty for decades, persisting through
crisis after crisis and emerging each time, somehow, both more prosperous and more
precarious. Now, with the war between China and Japan entering its fourth year, Madame Piper
peddled her “strange gifts”2 to a place of contradiction that at once defied expectations and
confirmed them, a world of make-believe made real.Shanghai prided itself on blending East and
West, but it was no haven of tolerance. It was a place of hard work and easy living, but usually
Chinese worked hard while Westerners lived easy. White men held too much of the power to call
the city truly cosmopolitan, but Shanghai was not a colony. British and Americans ran the center
of the city—the International Settlement—and at this moment it was surrounded by Japanese
armies on every side, but all of Shanghai was supposedly sovereign Chinese territory. It was
hard to know what was real. Even “Madame Piper” was fiction, but who would begrudge Vera
Hutchinson an alias in a place where so little was as it appeared?3Arthur Henchman, the
“dynamic, jittery manager”4 of the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC), would
have seen Madame Piper’s ad in the morning papers on his way to the Shanghai Race Club.
What might the psychic be able to tell him? Hench—everyone called him Hench—had made a
career and a reputation navigating China’s financial system through trouble. He knew something
was certain to happen soon, but just what, and just when, he couldn’t tell. Maybe it would even
be on this chilly Wednesday? But he could barely make out the street in front of him in this feeble
dawn; a glimpse of the future was too much to hope for.Before most of the city was awake,
Hench made his way down Bubbling Well Road from his home as he had done hundreds of
times before, but this was not the typical trip. More police than usual patrolled the road, some
armed with machine guns. A temporary archway overhead and Buddhist fixtures along the road
reminded Hench that Liza Hardoon’s funeral would soon begin. Mourners had begun gathering
around the gates to Hardoon Gardens all week, anticipating the rituals to come. Hench hadn’t
known Mrs. Hardoon well, though he certainly knew of her. Everyone in Shanghai knew about
Liza Hardoon, born to a Chinese mother and French father, and the widow of Silas Aaron
Hardoon, one of the richest of Shanghai’s many rich merchants.Liza had prospered along with
Shanghai—some said she was the wealthiest woman in all of Asia—and both had seen their
challenges, but she no longer had any use for Madame Piper’s predictions. Liza’s mortal remains



now lay in a silver casket that was soon to be entombed next to her husband, less than a mile
from the race club that Silas had joined in 1897, on the estate that they had built in an eclectic
and unlikely mix of English, Chinese, Buddhist, and Jewish styles. Widowed, deaf, and almost
completely blind, Liza Hardoon had been increasingly reclusive in recent years—so much so
that the Shanghai Times had called her “Shanghai’s No. 1 Mystery Woman”5—but she was still
a celebrity as China’s richest woman. Ten thousand people would attend her funeral.Henchman
wouldn’t be at the funeral. He and Silas Hardoon had been Race Club members together, but
since Silas’s death a decade earlier, the Hardoons had had little to do with the races. Holding a
funeral on Champions Day proved that! As it happened, though, the weather suited a funeral
more than a day at the races. Autumn had been mild up to now, but a cold front had pushed
through overnight and was now blowing trash, bits of funeral decorations, and incense
haphazardly down the streets. Flyers scurried by, pushed by the breeze, some calling on the
people of China to join the government in exile and resist Japan, and others urging just the
opposite: to support the peace movement and help the Japanese-sponsored government
impose order.These notices would remind Hench that November 12 was also the birthday of
Sun Yat-sen, the Republic of China’s founding father. For the first time since the Japanese
invasion four years earlier, Shanghai’s Chinese city government was commemorating the
occasion, but was the celebration treason or patriotism? There were strong opinions—and
armed partisans—on both sides. Shanghai was accustomed to propaganda skirmishes and the
violence that often attended them. These fights over China’s future would shape Hench’s fate in
ways that no one—perhaps Madame Piper?—yet knew, but Hench was not worried about
Chinese politics this morning. It was Champions Day. He had a race to win.At four o’clock that
afternoon, Shanghai would renew a tradition that for two and a half minutes could distract a city
in desperate need of it: the Champions’ Stakes. Champions Day was Shanghai: stylish and
obscene, bigoted and cosmopolitan, refined and ragtag. Banks and businesses closed so that
the city—Chinese and foreigners alike—could crowd into the racecourse to watch. Henchman
managed the most important branch of the most important bank in Asia, but on this day he was
focused on getting a brown pony named Hindhead to run a mile and a quarter faster than its
nine rivals. If he could, he would have won three Champions’ Stakes in a row—something done
just five times in 150 runnings. If the prestige and the tradition weren’t incentive enough, maybe
a purse worth as much as US$80,000 in today’s money was.Many would watch Henchman’s run
at history in style. Club members and their guests looked forward to elaborate meals and freely
flowing champagne. In the owners’ boxes, the latest fashions were on display. Furs too warm for
the weather could nonetheless be worn by socialites impatient to show off their new coats. Thirty
thousand people might turn up. Bettors would place wagers worth close to US$5 million.6Britain
had dominated Shanghai for a century, starting with the gunboats and diplomats that had forced
the city open to trade with Europe on British terms in the 1840s. Hench’s main rival at the track
was British too: a Scot, Robert Aitkenhead. While Henchman had been raised wealthy in
London, Aitkenhead was a middle-class Glaswegian who had turned an education in



engineering into a job with a steamship company, eventually landing in Shanghai, where he had
married and raised a family. His family wasn’t with him now, though.Aitkenhead had tried
returning to Scotland when his oldest daughter was ready for university, traveling with the family
back to the tiny Lowland village of Clunie, but he couldn’t stay away and returned to Shanghai by
himself after just a few months. He kept Scotland close through the names of his horses; it was a
chestnut named Cluniehouse that Aitkenhead hoped to celebrate this November 12.
Cluniehouse had been Champion once before, and had been favored twice more since, only to
lose both times to Henchman’s underdog horse Hindhead. Favorites once again, Aitkenhead
and Henchman consulted their trainers and jockeys, wondering how to gain the upper hand in a
racing rivalry that was the talk of the city.While Hench and Aitkenhead puzzled over race tactics,
grander strategy hung as a backdrop to Champions Day. For most of Shanghai, Madame Piper’s
questions about “your very life” were literal. China was at war. Four years earlier, Japanese
armies had overrun Beiping (the new name for Beijing, now that it was no longer the capital but
still North China’s most important city). They took the port of Tianjin, as well as Qingdao,
colonized by Germans and made famous by their brewery. Farther south, Hangzhou and
Suzhou, celebrated in poetry as China’s most beautiful cities, fell. So did Ningbo and Canton,
vital links between China and the West, with more than a thousand years of seafaring tradition.
Japanese soldiers made Nanjing, the Chinese capital, a synonym for atrocity, raping and killing
hundreds of thousands. The Chinese government fled up the Yangtze River and made its
wartime capital at Chongqing, a thousand miles away but not far enough to escape Japanese
bombers.The war reached Shanghai in the summer of 1937. It had taken months, but when the
city finally fell (exactly four years before this Champions Day), Japan stopped its armies at the
International Settlement’s boundaries just a half mile from the racetrack, close enough that
residents of the Settlement began “crowding the roofs of buildings to watch the results of military
bombardments”—a “very foolish practice” that the Shanghai Municipal Police warned against.7
None of the European powers or the United States were at war with Japan, so the surrounded
Settlement became a “lone island” of neutrality. The Japanese lines along Suzhou Creek
seemed permanent fixtures, yet everyone knew that the present state of affairs couldn’t last.
Shanghai was a powder keg . . . a time bomb . . . on a razor’s edge—the metaphors were endless
and overused, but they weren’t wrong. It had to end, probably soon, and few thought it would
end well.Shanghai’s British consulate had been urging all British subjects, including Hench and
his wife, Mary, and their two daughters, to leave the city since the withdrawal of British troops
from Shanghai a year earlier had ended four decades of continuous British military presence in
China. But Hench wasn’t leaving. “[We have] been smoking on a powder magazine for about ten
years on and off,” he wrote to colleagues in Hong Kong, “but I suppose are becoming hardened
for, after giving the matter a lot of thought, we struck a match and carried on.”8While the dozens
of foreign consulates advised their nationals to leave Shanghai, millions of Chinese refugees
streamed in, doubling the Settlement’s population and straining resources and facilities.
Hoarding and speculation led to inflation and shortages. Food riots were not uncommon.



Commerce, the city’s lifeblood and raison d’être, was possible only at Japan’s pleasure. Western
governments restricted imports, for fear that goods shipped to Shanghai would, sooner or later,
fall into Japanese hands and be used against them when the war expanded.The International
Settlement was completely vulnerable as it clung to fragile isolation. Hench had written his
superiors in 1937 that he sensed Shanghai’s time was running out. It seemed absurd to worry
about racing while Chinese and Japanese armies and aircraft fought all across the Yangtze
delta, but in the end the foreign community decided it needed its amusements. The 1937 fall
Champions’ Stakes had been delayed by a few weeks, but it had still been run. Since then, the
city had carried on, but for how much longer?The British weren’t the only Westerners in
jeopardy.Cornell Franklin was an American who, like Henchman and Aitkenhead, hoped to
become Champion this November 12. The North-China Herald’s front-page editorial cartoon that
morning showed worried foreign residents contemplating their future, prompted not by a fortune-
teller’s pitch but by rumors that FDR was about to order the US Marines out of Shanghai. Cornell
Franklin, who had himself served briefly in the army, might have paid the cartoon particular
attention. He was used to risk and had made a fortune on the China coast, but fortunes had
been lost there too, and even the most seasoned and savvy Shanghailanders were nervous.
That August, the US secretary of state had authorized a $10,000 loan—perhaps $150,000 today
—to help the Shanghai consulate find American citizens passage home, and just two weeks
earlier the consulate had issued permission to travel on non-US-flagged ships because no
American vessels were making the journey.9 But Franklin was staying—at least for Champions
Day.Franklin’s trip to the Race Club that morning was longer than Henchman’s—a drive from his
mansion in the suburbs that had once been appealing for their quiet remove from Shanghai’s
hectic center, but were now at the very edge of the Settlement’s protection. Franklin had come to
Shanghai in the 1920s to build a law practice and make a fortune representing American
companies in the seemingly boundless China market. He succeeded in both and made
Shanghai his adopted home, even serving as chairman of the Shanghai Municipal Council, the
closest thing to a mayor that the Settlement had. Americans had always been fewer than Brits in
China, but as the United States’ global role had grown, so had the influence of Americans in
Shanghai.“Judge C. S. Franklin,” in Men of Shanghai and North China.Judge Franklin—the title
recalled his time as a US circuit court judge in Hawai’i, though he had long ago left the bench—
became unofficial head of Shanghai’s American community. The marines may have boosted
Franklin’s patriotic pride, but their presence was mostly symbolic. Their departure boded ill for
Shanghai’s prospects, but a thousand men at arms could hardly protect the Settlement if Japan
chose to invade. Never mind, though. Franklin wasn’t focused on his country’s global security
commitments this morning. He had the speediest pony in Shanghai and his heart set on the
winner’s circle.Like Hench and Aitkenhead, Franklin began his day at the crowded Mohawk
Road stables. Seven hundred fifty horses could fit there when it was full, and it had been overfull
for years. Invading armies had closed or ruined Shanghai’s two Chinese-run tracks—the
International Recreation Club at Jiangwan and the Chinese Jockey Club at Yangtszepoo—in the



1930s, and the Shanghai Race Club had welcomed those horses and their owners into the
protection of the International Settlement. But most of the thousands who would soon pack the
grandstands weren’t concerned with how many horses filled the stables. Their focus was on just
ten ponies: the ones entered in that afternoon’s featured race. The Champions’ Stakes wouldn’t
ensure Shanghai’s safety or make the Japanese armies any less ominous, but it would provide a
welcome diversion.The club’s members were European and American elites, but most people at
the track for Champions Day were not wealthy foreigners, or even foreigners at all. Most of the
crowd that afternoon would be Chinese. Excluded from membership in the Race Club, Chinese
were the great majority of Shanghai’s population, and their fates were even more uncertain than
those of Henchman, Aitkenhead, or Franklin.Ing Tang, educated in Chinese and English, could
have read Madame Piper’s promises to foretell the future of her family and fortune. She had
been born and raised in a suburban section of Shanghai’s International Settlement, and riding
had been a favorite pastime since childhood; she wouldn’t have missed Champions Day.
Chinese of means occupied an important spot in the city, moving between foreign and Chinese
circles centered on the turf ring at the heart of the International Settlement.The daughter of a
doctor who had tended to both Shanghai’s Chinese and Western communities, Ing Tang was
among those people. She was a staple of society functions, educated in the city’s best schools
and once called “the most popular society beauty in Shanghai,” although because she was a
woman, she could not get the Ivy League degree that her brother earned.10 She had opened an
haute couture clothing store near the racetrack and had even been recruited to star on
Broadway, though that opportunity had evaporated alongside her first marriage. In the fall of
1941, she lived just a few blocks from the racecourse, and the Champions’ offered her a chance
to forget the uncertainty of the present and the lost opportunities of the recent past.Also focused
on forgetting lost opportunities was Wang Naizhi. His foreign friends knew him as Nates Wong,
and he had lots of foreign friends. An interpreter, translator, lawyer, editor, and amateur actor,
Wong moved regularly among Shanghai’s many worlds. The relationship had not always been
cordial. British police had hauled him into their stations more than once, demanding
explanations for his magazine’s transgressions. He had worked at the racetrack, and he was a
founding member of an association of Chinese professionals who used the Race Club’s facilities
to promote their cross-cultural vision for the city, even though Chinese couldn’t be members
there. Champions Day was just a short walk from his home on Yates Road, where he lived in a
neighborhood of traditional lilong (“alleyway houses”)—distinctive Shanghai residences, with
numerous rooms opening onto a central courtyard. Built largely in the late nineteenth century to
accommodate Shanghai’s burgeoning population, they combined Western and Chinese features
(they were built in rows, as in many European or American cities, but their interiors followed the
traditional Chinese courtyard design).11 In blending Chinese and Western influences, the
alleyway houses exemplified Shanghai, and they have come to be seen as a valuable and
vanishing contribution to world architecture, but for Shanghai Chinese they were, as historian Lu
Hanchao described, “merely the place most people called home.”12Although the Shanghai



Race Club never accepted Chinese members, attendance at the races became part of the
social fabric for many Chinese denizens of the International Settlement. In neighborhoods like
Jiufuli, just a few blocks from the racetrack, race days were important social occasions. Certainly
on Champions Day, residents like newspaper publisher Y. S. Fong, Peking Opera star Cheng
Qiuqiu,13 and their neighbors made their way to the races. The Shanghai Race Club made lots
of money from the public grandstand filled mostly with Chinese. And although some Race Club
members objected to Chinese racegoers as low-class, many Chinese who attended the races
were foreign-educated and wealthy. Some had, literally, helped to make Shanghai what it
was.Dayu Doon was one of these men, cutting a stylish figure with a pencil mustache and wire-
rimmed glasses. Doon had graduated from Tsinghua University in Beijing and had studied
architecture in Minnesota and New York City before returning to China to design what was
meant to be Shanghai’s future in the suburb of Jiangwan, north of the International Settlement.
Doon’s modernist utopia had been bombed and burned twice during construction and then, as it
neared completion, occupied by invading soldiers.On this morning, Doon’s new Shanghai was
under Japanese control and preparing to host the awkward celebration of Sun Yat-sen that
Hench had seen praised and condemned in the posters strewn across Bubbling Well Road.
Three thousand people would crowd into the square that Doon had designed a decade earlier,
but Dayu Doon wouldn’t be there. He was safe only in the foreign concessions, where one kind
of foreign power could protect him against the incursions of another.Ma Xiangsheng had also
fled to the protection of the International Settlement, where he was commonly known by his
English name, C. S. Mao. He wasn’t the kind of man who was used to needing protection. Rising
through the ranks of the Green Gang—Shanghai’s most notorious organized crime syndicate—
to acquire wealth and power, he had invested in casinos, theaters, and racehorses.14 The
horses had become his passion, and he stayed in Shanghai to race even after the Japanese
invasion and after his patron, “Big Ears” Du Yuesheng, had fled the city. Mao’s was the largest
Chinese-owned stable in Shanghai, and even though the tracks he had helped found were now
shut down by war, he was still able to run his ponies in undercard races at the Race Club
downtown. His horses had already won several races that fall, including one of Shanghai’s
important classics, but he arrived at the track this November morning as a spectator: none of his
horses were entered on the season’s biggest day.Whether a spectator or a competitor, it was still
Champions Day. Mao would join Doon, Franklin, Nates Wong, Ing Tang, Henchman, Aitkenhead,
and tens of thousands of others making their way to the Shanghai Race Club. Such an
international scene would have been unimaginable just a few generations before. To make
sense of the city in 1941, and the changes it was undergoing, we must go back a hundred years
to see where it came from.
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David Haley, “Excellent account around a moment in time. I purchased this as a book study for
NCTA and it was excellent. The entire book focuses on a history of Old Shanghai leading up to
the final “Champions Day” horse race in November 1941 before the Japanese took control of the
city. Dr. Carter makes what could be a dry subject interesting and engaging. Excellent research -
just a great read explaining the mixed cultures and politics and issues that blend in a unique
situation.”

Gregory Dykhouse, “The British harness both horses and the Chinese, as imperialism soon
ushers in WWII!. The establishment of horse racing and race clubs in and around Shanghai
during the nineteenth century, as well as in other locations throughout China, is linked to the
historical events of colonialism and imperialism, as western and Japanese powers carve out
niches of control in various regions of East Asia. Ironically, Chinese in their own country were
subject to foreign laws and behavior! The ability of so few to dominate so many (politically,
socially, culturally) is one of the perplexing dynamics of the nineteenth century; of course, this
dynamic remains more firmly in place within twenty-first-century China, with Mr. Xi's authority
seemingly now established in perpetuity.”

robfranjo, “An excellent book. This book tells a lot about the pre-WWII days in Shanghai.
Although it centers on the horse racing scene, it covers far more than that and is well worth
reading.”

Barbara L Stern, “Fascinating book about old Shanghai.. This book reads like a novel. The
author has related East/West history by looking at Shanghai on one unique day in 1941. This
book is a must for anyone who is a history buff or for anyone else who is interested in a good
read.”

Robert Homans, “Very good book!. I would recommend "Champions Day" to those interested in
the history of the foreign presence in Shanghai as well as to those who are intersted in great
horse racing stories.  Personally, I'm interested in both!”

Susan Blumberg-Kason, “A fascinating look at a unique time and place. 1930s and 40s
Shanghai has never looked like this! James Carter writes a detailed account of one day in the
history of Late Republican China and breaks it down to the people and places that made it so
special. Horse racing is central to this story, which encompasses much of Shanghai society
back then. The segregation, the sexism, and the colonialism of the era are all very present in his
narrative, which is not always the case in books about 1930s and 40s Shanghai. But he also
writes about the hope that was so present then, hope for a more inclusive, locally-administered
metropolis. It makes one wonder what could have been had the world not been engulfed in war



back then.”

Steven Baumann, “Racing Horses on the Eve of War. Champions Day: The End of Old Shanghai
is a fascinating look at Shanghai’s international settlement at the outbreak of World War II. Told
primarily through the experience of three Shanghailanders from different parts of society, the
book focuses on the Shanghai Race Club and its most important race day: Champions
Day.There is something in this book for everyone. If you are interested in China before World
War II, Empire and imperial settlements, or how people survived when the world seemed to fall
apart around them, this book will be of interest.I enjoyed the maps, images, and stories of a
place that seems to have been buried by time. As we face our own uncertainties about what the
future holds, it is insightful to see how people reacted to similarly uncertain times in the past.”

The book by James Hugh  Carter has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 51 people have provided feedback.
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